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1. General Introduction

1.1. Historical Background

The plastic deformation of metals and attempts to study it exper-
imentally have been important for millennia. Systematic investi-
gation started in the 19th century, although it was not until 1900
that the first well-defined hardness test was proposed (by Brinell).

This involved pushing a hard (steel) ball
into a sample with a specified force and
measuring the diameter (in projection) of
the resultant indent. The hardness number
was defined as the force over the contact
area (obtained from the measured diame-
ter). This does give an indication of the
resistance that the material offers to plastic
deformation, but it is not a well-defined
material property—being dependent on
the size and shape of the indenter, and
the applied load. Furthermore, it is not
uniquely related to the fundamental plastic-
ity characteristics, which may be regarded
as the yield stress and the way that the post-
yielding stress level changes with strain
(the “work hardening” behavior): materials
with widely varying combinations of these
can record the same hardness value.

Several other hardness tests were devel-
oped during the 20th century, as was the
uniaxial tensile test. The simple stress and
strain fields (within the gauge length) dur-
ing a tensile test allow stress–strain curves
to be readily obtained, albeit at a cost in
terms of the practical difficulties involved

in producing suitably shaped samples, gripping them, and mea-
suring the strain in the gauge length. This stress–strain curve
(when expressed as true values of both) does constitute a funda-
mental representation of how the material behaves during plastic
deformation. It is central to prediction of how components behave
in practice, with widespread use of the finite element method
(FEM) greatly facilitating this. A longstanding aim has thus been
to obtain this information using the much simpler and more con-
venient operation of pushing a hard indenter into a free surface.

The introduction of indentation systems in which both load and
penetration depth are monitored, creating richer data sets, led to
hopes that they could be used to extract stress–strain relationships.
Most such developments also involved refinement of the scale of the
test. From the start, instrumented indentation was often conducted
with loads in the mN range and depths in the nm range—such that
they were described as nanoindenters. This had various attractions,
but it has complicated the development of a capability for extracting
reliable stress–strain curves. This is mainly because of “size effects”
—a term used to describe the observation that small regions do not,
in general, exhibit the same deformation characteristics as the bulk.
It often relates to grain structure—and the need to deform a suitably
large assembly of grains—although size effects can also arise from
other causes. The topic is addressed in Section 1.3.
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This is a review of the current state-of-the-art regarding a particular approach
to extraction of the (quasistatic) stress–strain relationship of a metallic
sample from an indentation experiment. It is based on the application of a
relatively high load (kN range) to the sample via a large spherical indenter
(�1 mm radius), followed by measurement of the indent profile. This profile is
then used as the target outcome for inverse finite element method (FEM)
modeling of the test, aimed at converging on the best fit set of parameter
values in a constitutive plasticity law (true stress–true strain relationship).
This can then be used to simulate any specified loading configuration,
including a conventional tensile test. Commercial products are now available
in which the indentation, profilometry, and convergence operations are all
automated and completed within a few minutes. The review covers the
various conceptual and practical issues involved in implementation and
optimization of these procedures, including both those related to the mea-
surement system (experimental and FEM simulation) and those associated
with the sample (such as anisotropy, inhomogeneities, and residual stresses).
An attempt is made to convey an impression of the expected levels of reli-
ability and also the scope for obtaining insights that are not readily obtainable
using other types of test.
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Leaving aside for the moment this issue of scale, two main
conceptual approaches have been adopted for extraction of
stress–strain curves from indentation data. The first,
commonly termed the “Instrumented Indentation Technique”
(IIT), involves converting load–displacement data directly to
stress–strain curves, using analytical relationships. This
approach has been very popular,[1–14] and is attractive in terms
of quickly and easily obtaining the final outcome, but it involves
gross simplifications concerning the actual stress and strain
fields under an indenter. A slight variant of the concept involves
the use of neural network procedures[15–17] to relate load–
displacement data to corresponding stress–strain curves—i.e.,
to “train” the analytical relationship, although in practice this
is subject to similar limitations. In fact, it has become clear[18]

that the reliability of the IIT approach is in general very poor.
This largely arises from the complexity of the evolving stress
and strain fields during indentation, which cannot be analytically
linked to the load–displacement data in an accurate, universal
way. This applies equally to neural network approaches, which
also seek an empirical functional relationship of some sort.

The second is a more rigorous approach, although inevitably
more cumbersome. It involves[19–25] repeated FEM simulation of
the test, altering the values of the parameters in a constitutive plas-
ticity law until optimum agreement is reached between ameasured
and a modeled outcome—either the load–displacement plot or the
residual indent profile. The current review is focused on the latter
(leading to the term “Profilometry-based Inverse FEM Indentation
Plastometry”—PIP), which offers certain advantages[26–29] over use
of the load–displacement plot. In summary, these include removal
of the need for any measurements during loading, elimination of
uncertainties associated withmachine compliance, scope for detec-
tion and analysis of (in-plane) anisotropy, and an improved sensi-
tivity of the measured outcome to the shape of the stress–strain
curve. More detail is provided in Section 1.4.

The main conceptual distinction, however, is between direct
conversion of load–displacement data to a stress–strain curve
(IIT) and iterative FEM to converge on optimal values of param-
eters in a constitutive law (whether the target outcome for this
operation is the load–displacement curve or the residual indent
shape). Iterative FEM simulation clearly has the potential to fully
capture the nature of the evolving stress and strain fields during
the test, whereas this is not possible with the IIT approach.

1.2. Constitutive Laws and FEM Model Formulation

For any approach involving repeated FEM modeling of a plastic
deformation process, the true stress–strain relationship (material
plasticity response) must be characterized via a (small) set of param-
eter values. Several analytical expressions have been proposed to
characterize the work hardening of metals, but only two are in fre-
quent use. The first is the Ludwik–Hollomon (L─H) equation[30]

σ ¼ σY þ Kεn (1)

where σ is the (von Mises) applied stress, σY is its value at yield, ε is
the plastic (von Mises) strain, K is the work hardening coefficient,
and n is the work hardening exponent. The second is the Voce
equation[31]

σ ¼ σS � ðσS � σYÞ exp
�ε

ε0

� �
(2)

The stress σs is a “saturation” level, while ε0 is a characteristic
strain for the exponential approach of the stress toward this level.
When implemented in an FEMmodel, these stresses and strains
are von Mises (deviatoric) values, with the hydrostatic compo-
nents of the stress and strain tensors playing no role in the plas-
ticity response. The range of shapes obtainable by changing the
values of the parameters is illustrated by the plots in Figure 1. It
can be seen that a wide variety of curve shapes can be obtained.

Of course, the true stress–strain curve of a metal is not in fact
expected to conform exactly to any analytical relationship. In
choosing between formulations such as these two, the key ques-
tion is which of them is likely to capture most effectively the
actual response of a cross section of metals. In practice, there
is often a tendency for a plateau to be approached, corresponding
mechanistically to the rate of “hardening” due to creation of dis-
location entanglements etc. becoming balanced by the rate of
“softening” due to processes such as cross-slip and climb of dis-
locations, which causes them to get annihilated and become less
entangled. (This type of balance being approached should not be
confused with plateau formation in a nominal stress–strain
curve, which can occur even when the true stress–strain curve
continues to exhibit significant work hardening.) Of the two rela-
tionships shown in Figure 1, Voce is better suited to capturing
cases in which the (true) work hardening rate (WHR) does
approach zero. Partly for this reason, it is starting to come into
wider use than L─H for PIP testing. Some detail about this is
provided in Section 2.1, where mention is also made of the rela-
tively small number of cases that cannot be well captured by any
expression for which the work hardening rate (gradient of the
true stress–true strain curve) monotonically decreases.

Other issues relating to the FEM simulation include those con-
cerning the extent of the domain and the details of the mesh.
There are excellent review articles available,[32,33] which cover

Figure 1. True stress–strain curves in the form of L─H and Voce plots,
obtained using Equation (1) and (2), with the parameter values shown
in the legend.
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them in the context of materials modeling. As with any FEM
model, a mesh (with particular types of volume element, a
domain, and a set of boundary conditions) needs to be specified.
Sensitivity analyses should be run to confirm that the mesh is
sufficiently fine to achieve convergence, numerical stability,
and mesh-independent results. This usually requires it to be
quite fine, particularly in areas where plastic strains will be high.
Information specific to indentation modeling is available in the
literature.[23,29,34] An example is shown in Figure 2 of a mesh
suitable for spherical indentation. There are about 5000 volume
elements in this case, all second-order quadrilateral and/or trian-
gular. Of course, provided both sample and indenter are trans-
versely isotropic, this is a 2D (radially symmetric) mesh.

The (lateral and through-thickness) extent of the domain
requires attention. In fact, the sample thickness becomes unim-
portant beyond a thickness of about 2 indenter diameters,
although this does depend on the penetration ratio, δ/R—i.e.,
the final depth below the original surface level divided by
the radius of the indenter. Beyond that thickness, the axial
stress—and hence the elastic strain—becomes negligible. The
lateral extent, beyond about 2 indent diameters, is also unimpor-
tant. Effectively, a semi-infinite system is being modeled. Of
course, it is important that the experimental arrangement should
also be effectively semi-infinite (if a universal, rather than cus-
tomized, modeling capability is being used). This is relevant,
for example, to the testing of thin sheet. If a 1 mm diameter ball
is used, and δ/R� 20%, then the minimum sheet thickness is of
the order of 1─1.5mm. Similar arguments apply to the lateral
extent—i.e., to the presence of a free edge near the indent
(for both mounted and unmounted samples). Again, for a
1mm diameter ball, the indent axis should be no closer to such
an edge than about 2mm.

A further point concerning boundary conditions relates to
interfacial friction.[35–37] This is usually characterized via a fixed
value of a coefficient of friction, μ. There is information available
in the literature about likely values of μ under different
conditions.[38–42] Concerning indentation with a large sphere
specifically, the surfaces of both indenter and sample are nor-
mally quite smooth and the value of μ is expected to be fairly
low—probably somewhere in the approximate range of 0.1–0.2.
In practice, the exact value does not have a very strong effect
on outcomes, although neglect of friction (μ ¼ 0) will lead to
interfacial sliding occurring throughout the test, which is rather
unrealistic.

1.3. Indentation Geometry, Representative Volumes, and Plastic
Strain Levels

The choice is between a sphere and a more complex (“sharp”)
shape. An attraction of sharp indenters is that they tend to create
indents with large diameters—i.e., the load requirements for
creating indents large enough to measure easily are reduced.
In practice, however, there are strong incentives to use spherical
indenters. These have been highlighted in several publica-
tions.[21–23,43,44] For example, a sphere is much less prone to
becoming damaged than are shapes having edges or points.
It is also easier to specify and manufacture. Furthermore, there
is reduced risk with spheres of encountering the computational
problems that can arise with simulation of behavior in regions of
high local curvature (edges or points). Finally, at least with
(approximately) isotropic materials, a spherical indenter allows
the FEM modeling to be radially symmetric (2D), which is not
possible with most shaped indenters.

While modeling of the indentation process is effectively scale-
independent, there is nevertheless an important issue concern-
ing the size of the plastically deformed volume. For any type of
test, it must be large enough for its response to reflect that of the
bulk (if, indeed, it is bulk properties that are being sought). For a
typical (polycrystalline) metal, this usually translates into a
requirement for a “many-grained” volume to be deformed
because the plastic response of the bulk is influenced by charac-
teristics such as grain size and shape, crystallographic texture,
and grain boundary structure (influencing the ease of intergran-
ular sliding and grain rotation). Indenting within a single grain,
or even deforming a small assembly of grains, is unlikely to allow
the stress–strain relationship of the bulk to be accurately obtained.
Grain size is commonly in the range of a few microns up to a few
hundred microns, so creation of indents that are submicron in
depth, with diameters of no more than a few microns, does
not in general involve deformation of a representative volume.

For a (typical) grain size of around 100 μm, an indenter diam-
eter of 2mm, and a penetration depth of 200 μm (δ/R¼ 20%),
part of the free surface around an indent (with a diameter of
around 1mm) is shown in Figure 3. It can immediately be seen
that the deformed volume contains “many” grains—actually
something like 104 grains in the region that has been deformed
to plastic strains beyond a few %. In practice, any number of
grains beyond a few tens is probably acceptable, so that the max-
imum (equiaxed) grain size is around 500 μm. Grain sizes larger
than this are sometimes found, particularly in castings, but these

Figure 2. A typical (radially symmetric) FEM mesh for simulation of
(spherical) indentation.
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constitute only a small fraction of commonly encountered metal-
lic components. Of course, if grains are highly elongated in par-
ticular directions, then this could cause certain complications—
often tied in with the possibility of texture (Section 3.2).

Several other features are often apparent in micrographs such
as that of Figure 3. Some of these convey information about the
mechanisms involved in the plastic deformation. For example,
the sets of parallel lines within the grains are persistent slip
bands—surface steps with heights of a few microns, created
by many dislocations in a particular slip system gliding to the
free surface. (An example is given in Section 3.2 of the appear-
ance of these in a single crystal, where they can be related to the
specific crystallography.) It can be seen that multiple slip systems
were operative in most of the grains, particularly those closer to
the indent. Careful inspection of Figure 3 also reveals the
presence of both prior annealing twins (with parallel sides)
and deformation twins that have formed within grains. There
is also evidence of grain rotations that have occurred during
the deformation, both around the “rim” of the “crater” and in
the form of intergranular depressions on the free surface.

In addition to the requirement to deform a volume that is large
enough to be representative of the bulk, it is important that the
plastic strains being induced in the deformed region should be in

an appropriate range. In most cases, interest centers on a range
up to several tens of % (because these are levels that commonly
occur prior to fracture of most metallic materials). A test in which
peak strains are well below this range cannot be used to obtain
reliable information about the plasticity characteristics of interest.
This is a different requirement from that of the volume (relative to
the grain size). For a spherical indenter, the distribution of plastic
strain depends on the δ/R ratio, with the stress and strain fields
during indentation being independent of the absolute scale. The
distribution of strain also depends on the plasticity characteristics
of the sample, but in general it is found that a δ/R value of about
20% produces a suitable strain distribution. This is illustrated by
Figure 4, which shows fields of equivalent (von Mises) plastic
strain for this value, for two materials (having the nominal
stress–strain curves shown). In both cases, strains of up to several
tens of % are created (although these are higher, and less diffuse,
in the as-received material, which exhibits less work hardening).

This issue can be taken a little further because it is not simply
a question of the peak strain level. If this level had been created
only in a very small volume, then the influence on the overall
outcome of that part of the stress–strain curve would be very lim-
ited. The real requirement here is an insight into how much of
the deformation that affects the indentation response takes place
in different ranges of strain. Descriptions of how such distribu-
tions of plastic strain can be obtained from an FEM simulation
are available in the literature.[23,45] Outcomes of analysis of this
type are shown in Figure 5, with Figure 5a showing fractions of
the plastic work done, as a function of the strain at which it took
place, in the (annealed Cu) material of Figure 4, for three differ-
ent δ/R ratios. Also shown (Figure 5b) is a plot of the average
strain at which the plastic work was done, for several metals,
as a function of δ/R. These average strains tend to be lower,
at a given δ/R, for metals that exhibit greater work hardening.
In general, however, a δ/R value of about 20% (δ ¼ 200 μm in
Figure 5b) corresponds to a weighted average plastic strain of
around 10─15%, which is considered suitable.

1.4. Target Outcomes and Convergence in Parameter Space

As mentioned earlier (Section 1.1), either the load–displacement
plot or the residual indent profile can be used as the target
outcome, but the latter offers several advantages over the former
and the present review is largely focused on its use. These

Figure 3. Optical micrograph of the free surface around an indent created
in a copper sample by a spherical indenter with a radius of 1 mm.

Figure 4. a) Fields of equivalent plastic strain after penetration to a depth ratio, δ/R, of 20%, for as-received and annealed copper samples, having the
(nominal) tensile stress–strain curves shown in (b), which correspond to Voce parameter values of 250MPa, 460MPa, and 40% (as-received) and
50MPa, 350MPa, and 17% (annealed).
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advantages include the fact that nomeasurements need to bemade
during the test (apart from noting the final load). If, on the con-
trary, the load–displacement plot is being used as the target out-
come, then (accurate) displacement measurement must be made
during the test: this might well require some kind of compliance
calibration. Furthermore, use of the (3D) residual indent profile
offers potential for the detection and characterization of plastic
anisotropy in the sample (Section 3.2), whereas this is not possible
if the focus is on load–displacement. Finally, there is an option to
measure the profile at more than one depth, which provides addi-
tional experimental data and could, for example, be useful in
detecting (sharp) variations in material properties with depth.
Of course, using the indent profile as target outcome does not pre-
clude the acquisition of load–displacement data, which might be
useful for process control—for example, in ensuring that the test is
conducted to a particular penetration depth or applied load.

There is then the issue of how the profile is measured. There
are twomain approaches, one involving (very low load) contact of a
stylus that is dragged across the sample and the other based on
(noncontact) scanning of an optical beam of some sort. Both exhibit
various characteristics that are relevant to this application, with a
wider range of types being available for optical measurement.
Reviews are available for both stylus[46] and optical[47] systems. It
is important to note that, as these measurements are being made
on a relatively coarse scale (with typical indent depths of the order
of 100─200 μm), very high resolution is not required. An accuracy
of around �1 μm is generally sufficient. It is therefore not appro-
priate to use Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) systems or highly
accurate optical techniques—partly because these tend to have lim-
ited range. Focus on this scale alsomeans that surface roughness is
not a critical issue and sample preparation can be relatively crude.
Furthermore, surface contamination, oxide films, and so on are
unlikely to cause difficulties. It is also worth noting that having
no requirement for highly accurate measurement tends to mean
that the cost of the equipment can be kept relatively low. This is an
additional benefit of working at relatively coarse scale to that of the
need to deform a representative volume (Section 1.3).

The postindentation convergence operation is likely to be
based on minimization of a parameter characterizing the mis-
match between measured and modeled outcomes (indent pro-
files). If radial symmetry can be assumed—i.e., if the sample
is transversely isotropic—then there is just a single profile to con-
sider. There are various options when defining such a misfit
parameter for the case of two profiles, but a common
approach,[23] is based on the sum of the squares of the
residuals, S

S ¼
XN
i¼1

ðδi,M � δi,EÞ2 (3)

where δi,M is the ith value of the modeled displacement
(predicted by FEM) and δi,E is the corresponding experimental
(target) value. A typical value employed for N might be around
50, covering a range of radial locations up to about twice the
indenter radius—i.e., the range over which the height has detect-
ably changed from the baseline. Perfect fit will lead to a value of
zero for S. However, with this definition, S is dimensional and
has units, so its magnitude cannot give a universal indication of
the quality of the fit. For this purpose, the quantity Sred, a
“reduced sum of squares” is used, defined by

Sred ¼
PN

i¼1 ðδi,M � δi,EÞ2
Nδ2av,E

(4)

where δav,E is the average of the experimentally measured dis-
placements (across the range of radial locations being scanned).
The parameter Sred is a positive dimensionless number, with a
value that ranges upward from 0 (corresponding to perfect fit). As
a generalization, modeling that captures the material plasticity
response reasonably well should lead to a solution (set of param-
eter values) for which Sred is less than, say, 10

�3. An optimized
solution with a poorer fit than this suggests experimental defi-
ciencies and/or an inability to capture the behavior well with

Figure 5. a) Fractions of the total work done in different ranges of strain during penetration of annealed Cu (Figure 1.4b) to three different depths and
b) average plastic strains, for several materials, as a function of penetration.[23]
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the constitutive law being used. In practice, Sred values around
10�4 or below are commonly obtained.

In practical terms, it is important that an efficient algorithm
be used for convergence on the optimal combination of param-
eter values in the constitutive law concerned. Of course, such
scenarios are commonly encountered in various branches of
science and engineering and several mathematical procedures
have been proposed. An example of this is the Nelder–Mead
algorithm, with the details of its application to this specific
problem being fully described in the literature.[23,45] A typical
example of its operation is shown in Figure 6, which refers to a
particular metal (using the L─H constitutive law and a load–
displacement plot as the target outcome). As mentioned ear-
lier, the current state-of-the-art is likely to be based on the Voce
law and on using a residual indent profile as target outcome,
but this convergence operation is nevertheless illustrative. It
can be seen that about 50 runs of the FEM model were
required for convergence, with the Sred value falling to below
10�4 by that point. Of course, a related issue is the time
required to reach this point. In practice, this depends not only
on the selected mesh and the computational power available,
but also on the potential use of various mathematical devices
designed to speed up the procedure. It is certainly desirable,
for a commercial setup (Section 1.5), to ensure that the total
time required for indentation, measurement, and data proc-
essing is no more than a few minutes.

1.5. Integrated Facilities

An integrated facility is clearly required, in which experimental
measurements and FEM simulations (both repeated running of
the indentation model and subsequent simulation of a tensile
test) are under some kind of automated software control. In fact,
packages of this type are now starting to become commercially
available and one such has been used to acquire some of the
results presented here. This is the Plastometrex (PLX)
Indentation Plastometer, which is shown in Figure 7. It has
an integrated stylus profilometer, which is actuated automatically
after completion of the indentation procedure. The indenters are
WC─Co cemented carbide spheres of either 1 or 2mm diameter
(interchangeable). Further technical details are available on the
PLX website (www.plastometrex.com). Similar systems are also
available from other suppliers.

2. Operation of an Indentation Plastometer

2.1. Basic Operation

It should first be noted that the elastic constants of the material
(Young’s modulus and Poisson ratio) are required for the FEM
simulation. While the focus of the whole operation is on plastic-
ity, elastic deformation inevitably takes place during the test and
does affect the outcome (load–displacement data and residual

Figure 6. Nelder–Mead convergence[23] on an optimal (L─H) parameter set, targeting a load–displacement plot from indentation of a brass sample,
showing the evolution with iteration number of: a) the misfit parameter, Sred, b) yield stress, c) work hardening coefficient, and d) work hardening
exponent.
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indent shape). However, the sensitivity of the outcome to these
elastic constants is relatively small. It is therefore not necessary
to specify them accurately—something like �10─15% should be
adequate. Details are provided below (Figure 14 in Section 2.3).
Furthermore, elastic constants exhibit very little sensitivity to
microstructure (unlike plasticity). They are dictated by inter-
atomic forces and therefore depend essentially just on the types
of atom present. For example, all ferrous alloys have very similar
elastic constants because Fe is the predominant atom present in
all cases, despite the fact that their plasticity characteristics cover
a huge range. Selection of the pair of elastic constants from a
small set of possibilities is usually appropriate.

While it is common to specify just two elastic constants, which
is all that is required for an isotropic material, somemetallic sam-
ples are anisotropic—i.e., they respond differently when loaded
in different directions. Single crystals tend to be quite strongly
anisotropic, but polycrystals may also be at least slightly aniso-
tropic if they are textured (have a nonrandom distribution of
grain orientations). Texture is usually associated with the way
in which the sample was manufactured. Anisotropy can also
arise from other sources, such as the presence of aligned hard
particles or fibers. It may well affect both plastic and elastic defor-
mation. For both of these, this introduces a need for a larger
number of parameter values and in general the level of complex-
ity can rise considerably. On the contrary, it may be so weak that
its effects can be neglected. In fact, the PIP procedure allows the
presence and approximate nature of any (plastic) anisotropy to be
picked up quickly and easily. The issue of anisotropy is covered in
more detail in Section 3.2.

Once the elastic constants have been specified, indentation
has been conducted, and the profile has been measured, the iter-
ative FEM algorithm is implemented and the solution (set of
three plasticity parameter values) is obtained. With the PLX

Plastometer (Figure 7), this complete operation takes just a
couple of minutes or so. Associated with this solution is a value
of Sred (Equation (4)), representing the goodness-of-fit between
measured and modeled profiles. More pictorially, the two can
be superimposed, as shown in Figure 8 for as-received and
annealed copper (with two different penetration depths in each
case).

The modeled profiles in Figure 8 are those obtained using the
Voce parameter sets in Table 1, which also shows corresponding
L─H sets and the Sred values. It should be noted that, although
the parameter sets are different for the two depths (in all cases),
they actually correspond to similar stress–strain curves. This can
be seen from the (true) stress–strain curves shown in Figure 9.
However, it should also be noted that they are not the same. This
could be attributed to small differences in the material response
at different depths, although a more likely explanation in this
case is that it is due to the response being sampled over different
ranges of plastic strain— see Figure 5.

This is tied in with the fact that it is not actually expected that
the true stress–strain curve can be captured perfectly over the
complete range of strain by any analytical relationship. It can also
be seen in Figure 9 that the Voce and L─H formulations are lead-
ing to slightly different curve shapes, particularly for the
annealed material at high plastic strains. It can be argued that
the two sets of L─H curves are rather inconsistent in this case
because it is unlikely that the flow curve for annealed material
would in fact rise above that for the as-received material at high
strains: they are essentially the same material (with and without
prior work hardening) and so might be expected to be capped at
similar stress levels at high strains—as indeed happens with the
Voce law. As discussed in Section 1.2, there is now a general per-
ception that the Voce law is likely to be slightly more effective
than L─H in capturing the behavior over the complete strain

Figure 7. Image of the PLX Plastometer, with the key components labeled.
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range of interest, particularly for metals that exhibit pronounced
work hardening.

Mention should also be made of the fact that some metals
exhibit (true) stress–strain curves that cannot be well captured
using either L─H or Voce formulations, or indeed using any
well-established functional form. One example is provided by
single crystals, which often show an initial “easy glide” regime
with approximately constant stress level (in which only one slip
system is operative), followed by work hardening as further slip
systems are activated and dislocations start to interact with each
other and become less mobile. Another is materials that show an
initial load drop as dislocations escape from their solute “atmos-
pheres,” followed by a pulse of straining at constant load while
they move, driven by released strain energy. However, in practice
single crystals constitute a rather special class of materials, with
their behavior exhibiting a strong dependence on their orienta-
tion with respect to the loading axis, while few metals of indus-
trial significance actually exhibit a pronounced load drop. The

Figure 8. Measured and (best fit) modeled indent profiles, obtained using Voce parameter sets, with two penetration depths, for a) AR–Cu and
b) Ann–Cu. Reproduced with permission.[29] Copyright 2019, Elsevier.

Table 1. Best fit (L–H and Voce) plasticity parameter values for the two coppers, for two penetration depths.

Parameter AR–Cu Ann–Cu

δ/R� 20% δ/R� 0% δ/R� 0% δ/R� 40%

L–H yield stress, σY [MPa] 258.1 237.7 43.5 41.7

L–H WH coefficient, K [MPa] 200.6 221.2 569.9 543.6

L–H WH exponent, n [–] 0.674 0.536 0.635 0.633

L–H misfit parameter, Sred [–] 10�4.16 10�4.56 10�4.05 10�4.80

Voce yield stress, σY [MPa] 266.8 249.7 48.9 46.2

Voce saturation stress, σs [MPa] 421.4 468.0 354.9 358.7

Voce characteristic strain, ε0 [%] 53.2 41.1 16.6 16.5

Voce misfit parameter, Sred [–] 10�4.17 10�4.52 10�4.31 10�4.69

Figure 9. The true stress–true strain curves represented by the plasticity
parameter sets in Table 1.
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need for constitutive laws to describe the plasticity of metals in
which the work hardening rate does not decrease monotonically
has therefore been limited.

However, there is a class of metals, of increasing industrial
significance, in which the work hardening rate does increase
sharply with increasing strain, followed by a decrease. The result-
ing stress–strain curves are often described as sigmoidal. Among
themost prominent of suchmaterials is the class usually referred
to as metastable austenitic stainless steels (MASS). The rise in
work hardening rate comes in this case from the mechanical
stimulation of martensite formation, which often starts to take
place only after appreciable plastic deformation of the austenite
has occurred (with little work hardening). The exact behavior
depends on several factors, including the temperature (because
the thermodynamic driving force for martensite formation is
greater at lower temperature) and the stacking fault energy,
with a low value facilitating the cross-slip that can be
involved in the phase transformation.[48–51] The composition is
important, including the carbon and nitrogen levels. High levels
of these tend to retard martensite formation, although very low
levels of carbon lead to a reduction in the hardness of the
martensite.

There is in fact a relatively small “window” of composition and
conditions for which the effect is pronounced. However, there is
strong interest in promoting such behavior because it is very
favorable in terms of energy absorption and crashworthiness.
In fact, usage of steel sheet of this type is increasing markedly
in the automotive industry. To apply the PIP procedure to metals
of this type, an analytical expression is needed that can capture
such stress–strain curves, preferably with a relatively small num-
ber of adjustable parameters. This may prove to be viable within a
fairly short period.

2.2. Cross-Checking with Other Experimental Outcomes

There are several ways in which the reliability of a particular
(true) stress–strain relationship (obtained via PIP testing) can
be validated. An obvious one is via comparison with outcomes
from uniaxial testing. This can be done in tension and/or
compression, although the latter does tend to have an element
of uncertainty associated with the effects of interfacial
friction[38–42,52–54] and comparisons with tensile test outcomes
are more common. The easiest comparison to make is between
the nominal stress–strain curves, with that for the tensile test
being obtained directly and that from PIP testing via FEM simu-
lation of the tensile test (using the inferred true stress–strain rela-
tionship and the sample dimensions used in the test—although
these only affect the postnecking part of the plot).

A comparison of this type is shown in Figure 10 for the as-
received and annealed copper, with the modeled predictions
based on using the Voce parameter values in Table 1 (for
20% penetration—i.e., on two of the true stress–strain curves
in Figure 9). It can be seen that the agreement is good and
extends to the postnecking parts of the curve. For the AR–Cu
material, which necks more than the Ann–Cu one, the shape
of the tensile sample at the point of rupture and the plastic strain
field within it are shown in Figure 11. It can be seen that this field
becomes highly inhomogeneous as the neck develops.

For both materials, the point of rupture has been predicted on
the basis of the true strain within the neck reaching a critical
value. This is in fact a commonly used criterion for fracture.
The value concerned certainly cannot be defined universally,
but in general it is found that something in the approximate
range of 50–100% is appropriate, at least for reasonably tough
metals. The relationship between the nominal stress–strain curve
and the true one is shown in Figure 12, for the as-received
copper. Up to the onset of necking (while the stress and strain
fields are uniform), they are related by the well-known analytical
relations (obtained by conserving volume). The true stress is
given by

σT ¼ F
A
¼ FL

A0L0
¼ F

A0
ð1þ εNÞ ¼ σNð1þ εNÞ (5)

Figure 10. Nominal stress–strain curves from tensile testing of two cop-
per alloys, comparing directly measured plots with those obtained via FEM
simulation of the test, using PIP-derived true stress–strain curves.

Figure 11. Outcome from FEM simulation of the tensile test on the
AR–Cu, showing the equivalent plastic strain field at the point of rupture.
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where σN is the nominal stress and εN is the nominal strain.
Similarly, the true strain can be written

εT ¼
Z

L

L0

dL
L

� �
¼ ln

L
L0

� �
¼ lnð1þ εNÞ (6)

Once necking has started, however, there is no analytical rela-
tionship and the stress and strain fields must be obtained by
numerical modeling. The plot in Figure 12 shows how the true
stress and strain in the (center of the) neck relate to different
points along the nominal stress–strain curve, for the
AR–Cu. A point that should be noted here is that the so-called
“ductility” (nominal strain at fracture) is not of any inherent
significance. It varies substantially with the dimensions of the
tensile sample. (The stress–strain data in Figure 10 and
Figure 12 refer to a cylindrical sample, with the ratio of reduced
section length to diameter being 6 and that of the gauge length to
the diameter being 2.5.) The critical true strain at fracture, on the
contrary, is expected to be a material property, although FEM
modeling is required to obtain it from a tensile test outcome.
Once it has been established for a particular material, it can
be used for other purposes, including prediction of fracture
for components in service (via FEM simulation).

An alternative comparison between the PIP-based FEM out-
come and the experimental tensile test relates to the shape of
the neck at the point of fracture. Obtaining this experimentally
during the test is quite easily done, via a video recording with
suitable resolution. This is free from any of the possible uncer-
tainties associated with measurement of strain. Video stills[18]

from the end of tensile tests (immediately before fracture) on
two materials are shown in Figure 13. It can be seen that the
agreement regarding the neck shape is good in both cases.
Such comparisons also allow estimates of the peak value of
the true strain (in the neck) at the point of fracture, as described
earlier. For both of these cases, it has reached about 100%.

2.3. Sensitivity Issues

Central to much of the PIP approach is the issue of sensitivity. If
a reliable stress–strain curve is to be obtained, then the measured
outcome (indent profile) must be suitably sensitive to it.
Of course, this relates to the accuracy of the experimental meas-
urements, as well as to the nature of the change in an inferred
curve when the profile changes in some way. Tied in with this
rather complex issue is the possibility that some extraneous
effect, such as residual stresses or material anisotropy, could
be influencing the outcome and potentially affecting the sensitiv-
ity. Sample-specific issues such as these are treated in Section 3,
but an attempt is made here to identify some inherent sensitivity
characteristics. This is done by conducting a series of FEM sim-
ulations of the indentation operation, with no experimental data
involved.

For example, Figure 14a shows a set of stress–strain curves, in
the form of one default case and several variants of it. These were
all obtained using the sets of Voce parameter values shown, plus
two elastic constants (a Young’s modulus, E, and a Poisson ratio,
ν). Figure 14b is the corresponding set of indent profiles, all for
an applied load of 2 kN. Several features are apparent here. These
include the effect of the value of E. It can be seen that, if it is
changed substantially—reduced by a factor of about 3 in this
case—then there is a noticeable (although relatively small) effect
on the profile. This arises because the value of E influences the
way that the plastic strain field develops, with a higher value lead-
ing to reduced penetration: there is then a “spring-back” effect
during unloading, when the elastic strains are partly relaxed
(with little or no further plasticity). The net effect is that a higher
value of E leads to a lower final penetration depth, although the
effect is a fairly weak one (and depends slightly on the value of ν).
The practical consequence is that E can be chosen from a small
set of specified values, with no need for any concern about the
exact figure. Furthermore, given that the effect of the ν value is
small, and that the range within which it falls is much narrower
than for E, taking its value to be 0.33 in all cases is acceptable.

The second effect illustrated in the figure is that making the
material a little harder across the complete strain range leads, as
expected, to a reduced penetration depth and also to slightly
lower pileup. The third effect relates to a case in which the mate-
rial is initially softer, but work hardens more strongly. These two
changes more or less cancel out in terms of the penetration
depth, but there is a strong effect in the form of a reduced pileup
height, which tends to be much lower for materials with a high
work hardening rate. (This is due to the fact that the strains tend
to be high in the pileup region—see Figure 4—so that the height
is very sensitive to the work hardening characteristics.)

As a further illustration of sensitivity effects, Figure 15 shows
a compilation of outcomes from running an FEM model with
various combinations of the three Voce parameter values (each
combination corresponding to a pair of yield stress (YS) and ulti-
mate tensile stress (UTS) values). It should be borne in mind that
the load would normally be adjusted so that the penetration depth
(Figure 15a) was in a selected range—typically around 200 μm for
this indenter size (R¼ 1mm). In that sense, only the lower part of
Figure 15a is directly relevant. Nevertheless, such plots do provide
information of interest, bearing in mind the expected accuracy of

Figure 12. True and nominal stress–strain curves for a tensile test on the
AR–Cu sample referred to in Table 1.
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Figure 13. Superimposition of video stills[18] of the neck region immediately before fracture during tensile tests and corresponding FEMmodel outcomes
at that point, showing predicted neck shapes and plastic strain fields, for: a) Cu and b) Al.

Figure 14. a) A set of (true) stress–strain curves and b) the corresponding set of indent profiles, for an applied load of 2 kN and an indenter radius of
1mm.
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the measurement. Typically, the resolution of a profile measure-
ment is about 1─2 μm. With a YS of 400MPa and a UTS of
1300MPa (red line in the plot), representing a material with
strong work hardening, a change in the measured depth of
2 μm (1%) would alter the inferred YS value by about 10MPa
(2.5%). On the contrary, with a YS of 800MPa and a UTS of
1000MPa (blue line), corresponding to little work hardening, this
change would only alter the inferred YS by about 5MPa (0.5%).

It may also be noted again that inferred work hardening char-
acteristics are quite sensitive to the pileup height (Figure 15b).
These heights increase rather sharply as the YS approaches
the UTS—i.e., as work hardening becomes very weak. For the
YS¼ 400MPa, UTS¼ 1300MPa case, an increase in pileup
height from 10 to 12 μm would lead to the inferred YS being
raised to about 500MPa. On the contrary, for the
YS¼ 800MPa, UTS¼ 1000MPa case, an increase in pileup
height from 28 to 30 μm would only raise the inferred YS by
about 50MPa. In general, however, the pileup height tends to
have a strong effect on the outcome, partly because it reflects
the response of material that has been subjected to relatively high
plastic strains. It needs to be measured with care. Of course, the
actual inferred Voce set will depend on both central depth and
peak height (and indeed on the complete shape of the profile), so
considering these inferred changes in isolation is potentially
misleading. Nevertheless, there are certain points concerning
sensitivities that can be deduced from such plots.

3. Microstructural (“Sample-Specific”) Effects

3.1. Mechanisms of Plastic Deformation

The mechanisms involved in plastic deformation of metals are,
of course, well established. They predominantly involve glide of
dislocations, although there are many subtleties involved in how
this occurs in different situations[45] and other processes, such as
diffusion and deformation twinning, may also be relevant. Of
course, most measurements concerned with plasticity are con-
ducted with little or no direct reference to microstructure, with

the sample treated as if it were simply a homogeneous contin-
uum. Treatment is also commonly based on the assumption that
its properties are isotropic, although this may not be strictly true
—see Section 3.2.

However, an awareness of the mechanisms involved can be
helpful in interpreting the outcome of tests. For example, if
the strain rates are very high, then dislocation glide may be
unable to take place quickly enough to accommodate the
imposed strain, leading to changes in mechanism, a requirement
for higher stresses, and a dependence of the stress–strain rela-
tionship on strain rate (which is neglected in the range taken
to be a “quasistatic” regime). Information about the strain rate
sensitivity of the plasticity can be obtained[55] from PIP-based
procedures. Similarly, if loads are maintained for extended peri-
ods, then “creep” may occur, during which deformation largely
proceeds via diffusional processes, and can occur progressively
even under a constant applied load. Temperature is thus relevant
and even relatively small changes can strongly affect the signifi-
cance of diffusion. Again, it is possible to use a variant of inden-
tation plastometry[56] to obtain information about creep
characteristics.

Furthermore, even if conditions are such that classical quasi-
static plasticity takes place, it is helpful to appreciate that certain
microstructural changes, such as the introduction of fine precip-
itate arrays or refinement of the grain size, can influence the
mobility of dislocations and therefore the stress–strain relation-
ship. This also applies to the impairment of mobility as plastic
straining proceeds, due to a rise in dislocation density and the
formation of entanglements, leading to work hardening.

In addition, microstructural effects can lead to other types of
complication (for both uniaxial and PIP testing). These include
the presence of anisotropy, arising from some kind of bias in the
orientation of individual grains or from other microstructural
features (such as alignment of fibers or “stringers” of particles).
This is covered in Section 3.2. Another effect, which is particu-
larly relevant to PIP testing, is the possible presence of inhomo-
geneity in the microstructure. A common example is provided by
samples in which the region near a free surface is harder than the
interior—perhaps due to a case-hardening (e.g., carburizing)

Figure 15. Sensitivity plots from FEM outcomes, showing a) indent depth and b) pileup height, with an applied load of 4 kN and an indenter radius of
1mm, for various combinations of yield stress and UTS.
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treatment or to the fact that those regions have undergone higher
plastic strains during production (e.g., by rolling of plate). As PIP
testing interrogates a relatively shallow layer (�few hundred
microns deep), it is well suited to picking up such variations.
On the contrary, if a comparison is made between such a
PIP-inferred stress–strain curve and one obtained by tensile test-
ing of a much deeper cross section, then an apparent discrepancy
may arise. These issues are covered in Section 3.3. Finally, while
this is not necessarily apparent on examining a microstructure, it
should be recognized that a particular region (being subjected to
PIP testing) may contain residual stresses. This also is a “sample-
specific” issue, which could affect the inferred stress–strain
curve. This is explored in Section 3.4.

3.2. Sample Anisotropy

As noted in Section 2.1, while most metallic samples are at least
approximately isotropic—i.e., they respond identically when
loaded in different directions—some are noticeably anisotropic.
This effect is a very strong one for single crystals. For both uni-
axial loading and PIP testing, the response often varies substan-
tially with the orientation of the crystal relative to the loading axis.
The strength of the elastic anisotropy of common metals, as indi-
cated, for example, by the range of values exhibited by the
Young’s modulus as the loading direction is changed, varies
from a factor of about 3 (for copper) to a negligible difference
(for tungsten). Data concerning the elastic anisotropy of single
crystals are available in Nye.[57] These confirm that even stronger
anisotropy than that of Cu is exhibited by some metals with crys-
tal structures of lower symmetry than the cubic system, such as
Zn (hexagonal) and Sn (tetragonal).

Single crystals also exhibit marked plastic anisotropy.
Furthermore, while some metallic single crystals exhibit little
elastic anisotropy—for example, that of Al is quite low—virtually
all of them are plastically anisotropic. During uniaxial loading,
slip normally starts on a single system (plane and direction), with
others being triggered as straining proceeds. The details depend

on crystal orientation and operative slip systems. Similarly,
indentation also causes slip to occur only on a small number
of systems and the resultant indent is not radially symmetric.
An example is shown in Figure 16, for a Ni-based superalloy that
was indented along the [001] axis. In face-centered cubic crystals
such as this, slip occurs on (111)-type planes in [110]-type direc-
tions. These slip planes intersect (001)-type surfaces (such as the
free surface in Figure 16a) along [110]-type directions, which are
inclined at 45˚ to the vertical and horizontal directions ([100] and
[010]). The lines running in these directions are persistent slip
bands, where sets of dislocations have reached the free surface,
creating steps. It can be seen that essentially just two slip systems
have been operating in this crystal. Furthermore, not only is the
shape of the rim noncircular, but the indent profiles differ
sharply in different directions, with much more pileup in the
�45˚ directions (Figure 16b). Little has happened near the rim
in the horizontal and vertical directions, with the material being
out of contact with the indenting sphere in those regions. It is not
really appropriate to attempt to obtain a stress–strain curve via
the PIP methodology for single crystals. It might be possible
to extract some information from indentation experiments,
although account would need to be taken of the orientation of
the crystal and of the operative slip systems in it.

Of course, most metallic samples are polycrystalline.
Nevertheless, it is quite common for there to be at least some
texture—i.e., for the distribution of orientations of individual
grains to be nonrandom. This can arise during solidification,
when cubic crystals usually exhibit a preference for growing
in <100> directions, and also during processes such as rolling
and drawing, when grain rotations occur in a systematic way. It is
possible to relate processing conditions to texture, and texture to
mechanical properties, although this is a complex area.[58–60] In
general, textured materials tend to exhibit anisotropy in a similar
way to the corresponding single crystal, although, of course, the
strength of the effect tends to be much weaker. However, it may
still be significant. An example is provided here of another super-
alloy sample, which in this case was made by additive

Figure 16. a) Optical micrograph of the free surface around an indent in a CMSX-4 sample, obtained using a 1mm radius sphere, and b) corresponding
indent profiles at four different scan angles. (The crystal was oriented with [001] along the indentation axis and with [100] and [010] in vertical and
horizontal directions in the micrograph.).
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manufacturing.[61] This leads to a fairly strong texture, with a ten-
dency for <100> directions to be aligned parallel to the growth
axis. Outcomes of indenting this sample, along and normal to
this axis, are shown in Figure 17.

It can be seen in Figure 17 that, while the material is trans-
versely isotropic about the growth axis, so that an indent made
with its axis parallel to that direction is radially symmetric, this is
not the case when the indention axis is along a transverse direc-
tion. The indent diameter is then larger in the growth direction
than in the other transverse direction and, even more strikingly,
the pileup height is greater for the profile along the growth direc-
tion (Figure 17, bottom right). This is a reflection of the fact that
the material is “softer” along the growth direction than trans-
versely. This is confirmed by the two tensile test stress–strain
curves shown in Figure 17. The standard PIP procedure can only
be applied to a single (radially symmetric) profile and the out-
come of applying it to the profile in the bottom left of
Figure 17 is compared with these tensile test curves in the figure.
It can be seen that it is closer to the transverse curve. This is
consistent because an indentation test is effectively sampling
the response in all directions, so a bias toward that in the trans-
verse directions is expected in this case. The present PIP state-of-

the-art does not allow stress–strain curves for different directions
to be obtained, although the full 3D modeling (with more plas-
ticity parameter values) that this would require is currently the
subject of a development program.

While anisotropy does complicate the interpretation of
(nonradially symmetric) indent profiles in terms of obtaining
stress–strain curves, it should be noted that they constitute a
quick and easy way of detecting its presence. By routinely scan-
ning profiles in multiple directions, not only can any anisot-
ropy be noted, but a clear indication of its nature and
approximate strength can be obtained. Moreover, the sensitiv-
ity of this detection is much better than could be obtained by
conducting uniaxial tests in different directions, even for cases
in which this might be a practical proposition. Furthermore, it
is often possible to make indents in different sections of a
component, allowing a full 3D picture to be built up of the
nature of the anisotropy. In particular, this can be done on
transverse sections of relatively thick plates or sheets, giving
a quick indication of whether properties in the through-
thickness direction are significantly different from those in
the in-plane directions. In practice, this is not uncommon,
although it is rarely studied.

Figure 17. Information from indentation plastometry of a Ni-based superalloy sample made by additive manufacturing showing (top) scanning electron
microscopy (SEM)micrographs of indentsmade with the axis either parallel (left) or normal (right) to the growth direction and (bottom) corresponding indent
profiles and a comparison between stress–strain curves obtained by PIP and by tensile testing. Reproduced with permission.[61] Copyright 2021, Elsevier.
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3.3. Sample Inhomogeneity and Subsurface Properties

While the indentation involved in PIP is conducted on a relatively
large scale (Section 1.3), there is still scope for mapping of prop-
erties over a surface and investigating local regions. The “lateral
resolution” is of the order of the ball diameter (which is typically
1 or 2mm), although the spacing between adjacent indents
should be at least slightly more than this (to ensure that none
of the volume being interrogated has been deformed by the pre-
vious indent). This should be adequate for many purposes, such
as study of weldment and heat-affected zone (HAZ) properties,
but it does mean that, particularly for relatively thin sheet, it may
be difficult to map properties across a transverse section. On the
contrary, the “depth resolution” of PIP is better than this because
the region that is substantially deformed during the test typically
extends to a depth of only about 20–30% of the indenter radius
(from the original free surface, for a δ/R ratio of 20%—see
Figure 4). This corresponds to about 100─150 and 200–
300 μm for 1 and 2mm diameter balls. This means that, if
the outer free surface of a component is indented, then it is actu-
ally a relatively thin near-surface region that is being tested. This
could exhibit properties that are different from those in the
interior.

Tied in with this is the possibility that the surface preparation
techniques—cutting, grinding, polishing, and so on—may affect
the properties of the near-surface region. There has, of course,
been work in this area. For example, Safari et al.[62] observed that
the near-surface layer of obvious grain deformation in Ti─6─4
alloy increased in thickness from about 10 μm for a cutting speed
of 100mmin�1 to about 50 μm at 300mmin�1. They also made
subsurface microhardness measurements. Unfortunately, this
has limitations because the indents themselves are typically a
few tens of μm in lateral extent. (Smaller indents could be made
using a nanoindenter, but these would present problems of
grain-to-grain variation, effects of surface oxide films, and so
on.) They did observe greater hardening with higher feed rates
and higher cutting speeds, with indications of the hardness being
raised down to depths of several hundred microns, but there was
a lot of scatter. It may also be noted that the cutting was done dry
and with relatively deep cuts. Also, Ti has a relatively low thermal
conductivity, with consequences in terms of subsurface heating.
In addition, as noted by Telrandhe et al. ,[63] the prior microstruc-
ture of the Ti─6─4 alloy can have a strong effect on the machin-
ing characteristics

Slightly more systematic subsurface microhardness profiles in
Ti─6─4 were obtained by Ramakrishnan et al. ,[64] although this
was after machining with an abrasive water jet. For a material
with a “bulk” Vickers hardness of about 310 kgf mm�2, they
observed an increase down to about 200 μm below the surface,
being about 340 kgf mm�2 at 50 μm depth (and recognizing that
accurate hardness measurement at shallower depths than this
can be difficult). Of course, the cutting mechanisms are rather
different with this machining technique. As with conventional
cutting, however, it is possible to obtain a good surface finish
in combination with considerable subsurface “damage.”

The most common metallographic preparation technique is
that of mechanical abrasion (grinding), often followed by polish-
ing. The difference between the two is not well defined, but

grinding is commonly conducted with relatively coarse abrasive
particles attached to a surface (usually paper-like), while during
polishing they are finer and suspended in a liquid. There has
been extensive work on the resultant subsurface damage for
ceramics and semiconductors, but less concerning metals
(despite its extensive application to them). Of course, the mech-
anisms of material removal tend to be different in the two cases,
with much less danger of cracking in metals. It is nevertheless
clear that subsurface damage can arise in metals during this type
of treatment, usually due to induced plastic deformation causing
changes in dislocation density and possibly in grain shape, tex-
ture, grain boundary structures, and so on. The changes are in
general expected to be more significant, and to extend deeper, in
soft metals and in those with high initial work hardening rates—
in fact, these two characteristics often go together. Nevertheless,
substantial effects can be observed in much harder metals, such
as the superalloy studied by Österle and Lee ,[65] who found that
efficient cooling during grinding reduced the degree of damage.
Furthermore, Zeng et al.[66] found that mechanically polished
CoCrMo alloys exhibited hardened surface layers (containing
martensitic phases and deformation twins), although they tended
to be only �1 μm or so in thickness. Much deeper deformed
layers have been found in other cases, with a sensitivity to alloy
type being found for various cast irons[67] and steels.[68,69]

There are, of course, other surface preparation techniques,
including electrodischarge machining, electrolytic polishing,
sand blasting, and so on, all of which have different character-
istics in terms of subsurface damage. In general, however, it
can probably be concluded that, if the preparation is reasonably
careful, the subsurface region affected by it can be kept quite thin
(<�10 μm). Such layers can be neglected for PIP testing pur-
poses (although not for nanoindentation!).

Of course, this is a separate issue from that of a component
exhibiting inhomogeneities, such as a harder near-surface
region, due to higher prior plastic straining during a rolling
process, or indeed due to a case hardening treatment. An
example of the kind of effect that can arise is provided here,
relating to 16 mm-thick steel plate. Conventional PIP testing
of free surfaces generated (nominal) stress–strain curves
reflecting a somewhat harder response than that obtained
by conventional in-plane tensile testing (of most of the sec-
tion). Tensile tests were then conducted using 2 mm-thick
samples taken from close to the two free surfaces and from
the center. PIP testing was also conducted at similar depths.
The outcome is presented in Figure 18, which shows stress–
strain curves from the two techniques. It can be seen that sim-
ilar trends are observed from both, with the near-surface
regions being noticeably harder than the center.

Data from a number of such tests are also shown in Figure 19,
which presents data in the form of YS and UTS values taken from
the two types of test, plotted against the through-thickness loca-
tion. The main message to take from such comparisons is that
care needs to be taken concerning the possibility of components
and samples exhibiting spatial variations in microstructure and
properties. Of course, PIP testing does offer the potential for
exploring and understanding such variations in much more
detail than is possible using conventional techniques. (This
applies equally to anisotropy and to inhomogeneities—and of
course both may be present in individual samples.)
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3.4. Residual Stresses

It has long been clear that residual stress in the near-surface
region can affect the way that indentation occurs. An attraction
of PIP procedures is that it is a simple matter to incorporate any
given set of residual stresses into the FEM model. The fact that
indentation is usually conducted to a relatively shallow depth,
and in a region of limited lateral extent, means that residual
stress state within the region being tested can be taken to be uni-
form. (This still leaves scope for mapping of residual stress over a
surface, by making indents in different locations.) Furthermore,
there is no stress normal to a free surface, so the residual stress
state is fully characterized by the two (in-plane) principal stresses.
In some cases, these two principal stresses will be the same, so
that only a single value needs to be obtained. In other cases, three
parameters are needed, two being values of the two principal
stresses and the third specifying their orientation.

Several other general points can be identified. Indenting
initially creates mainly a compressive stress in the through-
thickness direction. According to both von Mises and Tresca
criteria, yielding takes place when the difference between this
stress and the initial in-plane residual stress reaches the
(uniaxial) yield stress. Yielding will thus be promoted by a tensile
residual stress and inhibited by a compressive one, with the
effect expected to be stronger with tensile stresses. As penetra-
tion takes place, the stress field becomes more complex, but the
trends are still expected to be in the same direction and some
asymmetry is likely to remain in terms of the magnitude, as
well as the sense, of the effects of compressive or tensile residual
stress. It may also be noted that, as a broad generalization,
residual stresses in near-surface regions are commonly compres-
sive. This will tend to make the material appear slightly harder
than it actually is when subjected to PIP testing. Moreover,
while residual stresses in a sample could affect the outcome

Figure 18. Tensile (nominal) stress–strain curves for different through-thickness locations in a steel plate, obtained a) via PIP processing and
b) via conventional tensile testing.

Figure 19. Plots against through-thickness location (distance from the center) of a) yield stress and b) UTS, obtained by PIP processing or conventional
tensile testing.
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of uniaxial testing (tensile or compressive), any such effects are
likely to be very small (because all residual stresses in a free-
standing sample must force-balance to zero when integrated over
the whole volume).

Further complexity arises with unequal biaxial residual
stresses, but a key question is whether the sensitivities are such
that inferring residual stresses in this way is likely to be practi-
cable. In this context, it may be noted that profilometry at least
has potential for establishing the directionality of any anisotropy
in the residual stress state, whereas this is not possible if only
load–displacement data are used.

There have in fact been many studies aimed at using inden-
tation data to measure residual stresses in a sample.
Unfortunately, a large proportion of them have been focused
on assessment of hardness numbers and/or have involved con-
ducting the indentation on a very fine (nano) scale. The ill-
defined nature of hardness and the various problems associated
with nanoindentation (Section 1.3) mean that little weight can be
given to this body of work. However, some recent studies have
involved use of large spherical indenters and inverse FEM analy-
sis, offering more promise for clarification of the prospects of
measurement of residual stresses in this way (and also, rather
importantly, for assessing whether the unknown presence of
such stresses could lead to significant errors in the PIP method-
ology for plasticity characterization).

The most relevant work in this area[70–75] has involved experi-
mental indentation of samples in which controlled “artificial”
residual stresses were created by the external application of
(equal or unequal biaxial) forces. Most of these studies have been
based on the load–displacement plot being used as the experi-
mental outcome, although in some of them[71,73] the residual
indents were also viewed optically, with it being noted that their
shapes became (approximately) elliptical when the residual
stresses were unequal. However, the recent study of Burley
et al.[75] was based on PIP methodology, giving scope for quan-
tification, as well as detection, of anisotropic residual stresses (in
a similar way to that described in Section 3.2 for anisotropy in the
plasticity of the sample).

The following two figures are taken from this work, which in
fact concerns only equal biaxial residual stresses. Figure 20
shows a set of experimental residual indent profiles, obtained
with the superimposed (von Mises) residual stresses shown in
the legend, all of which are well below the yield stress
(�200MPa). The two sets of curves correspond to two different
values of the indentation load, P. The value of P is usually chosen
so as to give a suitable penetration ratio (δ/R). In general, this
should be of the order of 20%, generating plastic strains in
approximately the required range (Figure 5). This was the case
here for P¼ 1.0 kN (Figure 20b), but penetrations were lower for
P¼ 0.25 kN (Figure 20a). General trends are as expected in both
cases, with tensile stresses promoting penetration and compres-
sive stresses inhibiting it. However, the relative differences
between the curves for different residual stress levels are greater
with shallower penetration. As the indenter goes deeper, the
stress field becomes more complex, with more lateral movement
of material. The stress field from the indentation load thus
departs from the initial situation, in which it is largely a compres-
sive stress in the loading direction. With deeper penetration, the
effect of the residual stress level is less significant, particularly for
compressive ones.

The procedure for obtaining the applied (equal biaxial) resid-
ual stress from the profile is to run the model with a series of
residual stress values, comparing measured and predicted pro-
files for each experimental case and evaluating the misfit param-
eter, Sred, each time. The inferred level is the one with the
smallest value of this parameter. As there is only one parameter
to infer, convergence—i.e., systematic movement in parameter
space—can be obtained from a simple linear plot. For each
applied residual stress level, this procedure was conducted for
several different indentation loads.

Ideally, there would be sharp minima in Sred for each curve, at
the actual applied residual stress level for the curve concerned. In
practice, there were minima, and they did exhibit a broad trend of
increasing inferred stress level as the actual level is raised.
However, many of the minima were not very sharp (indicating
relatively poor sensitivity) and agreement between inferred and

Figure 20. Experimental indent profiles for five levels of applied (equal biaxial) residual stress, for indentation of copper samples with a 1mm radius ball
and loads of a) 0.25 kN and b) 1.0 kN.
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actual levels was not close, particularly for higher applied loads.
This correlates with the residual indent profiles shown in
Figure 20, where the influence of the residual stress level is seen
to be lower with higher applied loads.

Figure 21 gives a practical perspective on outcomes, showing
the values of σY and σUTS that would be obtained via this proce-
dure. (The Voce sets were converted to these properties to assist
interpretation.) With zero residual stress (green curves), these
values were the “correct” ones (σY � 200MPa and
σUTS� 260MPa). The red (tensile) and blue (compressive) data
show certain features. For example, the sensitivity (i.e., the dis-
placement to “incorrect” inferred values by the residual stress) is
greater for shallow penetration (low δ/R). With P¼ 0.25 kN (δ/
R� 4–5%), σY has been moved to below 100MPa by the tensile
residual stress, and up to about 250MPa by the compressive one,
whereas the corresponding values for P¼ 1 kN (δ/R� 18─20%)
are about 150 and 220MPa. For the σUTS values, the displace-
ments are lower and in the opposite directions, although the

rather flat “curves” for the P¼ 0.25 kN case are indicative of poor
resolvability. The “resolution” is better for the P¼ 1 kN case and
the “displacements” (downward by a few MPa for the compres-
sive stress and upward by about 20MPa for the tensile one) are
small.

As these results relate to a high residual stress (relative to the
yield stress, although not in absolute terms), these outcomes sug-
gest that errors in inferred stress–strain curves due to residual
stresses are likely to be fairly small, particularly with deep pene-
tration. The sensitivity is greater for tensile stresses than for com-
pressive ones. In practice, as mentioned earlier, near-surface
residual stresses are often compressive—for example, due to roll-
ing, shot peening, and so on—which is advantageous in terms of
being able to neglect their effects, but a disadvantage if they are to
be measured.

Being able to extract plasticity characteristics via PIP testing,
even if (unknown) residual stresses are present, is clearly impor-
tant. As an example, welds often have very different plasticity

Figure 21. Scatter plots of Sred values for various Voce sets, characterizing the misfit between indent profiles obtained with and without residual stress.
This is done both for shallow penetration (P¼ 0.25 kN), plotting against corresponding values of a) σY and b) σUTS, and for deep penetration (P¼ 1 kN),
plotting c) σY and d) σUTS.
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characteristics from those of the parent metal and also com-
monly contain residual stresses. Dimensions of most welds
are such that conventional (tensile) testing is difficult, so use
of PIP to obtain stress–strain curves for them, and even for dif-
ferent parts of a weld and for nearby HAZ regions, is very attrac-
tive. This is an area requiring comprehensive study.

There is also the issue of whether the PIP approach can be
used to measure residual stress levels. The results presented here
highlight that the sensitivities are not favorable for this.
However, using shallow penetration has the potential to improve
them. It should be noted that this relates to relative penetration
(of a spherical indenter) and not to absolute depths. A figure of,
say, 1─2% (i.e., about 10─20 μm depth with a 1mm radius
sphere) could give fairly good sensitivity in terms of inferring
the residual stress level (provided the plasticity characteristics
are accurately known). However, shallow penetration brings
its own problems, in terms of the necessary surface finish,
the high resolution required for the depth measurement, and
so on. Also, indents could be located in single grains, leading
to scatter as a result of the dependence on grain orientation.
In general, obtaining accurate residual stress levels in this
way presents severe challenges, particularly if they are relatively
low or are unequal biaxial. Despite the optimism expressed in a
number of publications, the prospects do not look very
promising.

4. Summary and Future Perspective

The following points can be noted regarding PIP technology.
1) Integrated facilities are now commercially available, so an
understanding of their capabilities and features is starting to
become highly significant. It seems likely that usage of the tech-
nology will expand considerably over the next few years. 2) If
“bulk” properties are required, then a “representative” (many-
grained) volume must be tested. Moreover, plastic strains should
be created in the approximate range of up to several tens of %.
These requirements lead, in turn, to a need for an indenter
radius of around 0.5─1mm, a penetration depth of a few hun-
dred μm, and a load capability in the kN range. The so-called
“nanoindenters” are completely unsuitable. 3) Using the profile
of the residual indent as the target outcome, rather than the load-
displacement plot, offers many advantages. It is easier from an
experimental point of view, its sensitivity to the stress–strain
curve is greater, and it allows detection and exploration of sample
anisotropy. 4) Using inverse FEM modeling to infer the stress–
strain relationship is a far superior approach to that of attempting
to convert a load–displacement plot to such a curve via some kind
of functional relationship (which inevitably requires very crude
approximations and assumptions). Inverse FEM fully captures
the evolving stress and strain fields during the test and also
has potential for the incorporation of residual stresses, material
anisotropy, and so on. With suitably accurate experimental data
andmodel formulation, convergence can readily be obtained on a
“unique” solution. While “manual” iteration is slow and cumber-
some, commercial packages now incorporate a capability for fast,
automated operation, with no need for any user input or famil-
iarity with FEM simulation.
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